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Introduction: The changing epidemiology of Clostridioides di�cile reflects

a well-established and intricate community transmission network. With

rising numbers of reported community-acquired infections, recent

studies tried to identify the role played by non-human reservoirs in the

pathogen’s transmission chain. This study aimed at describing the C. di�cile

strains circulating in canine and feline populations, and to evaluate their

genetic overlap with human strains to assess the possibility of interspecies

transmission.

Methods: Fecal samples from dogs (n = 335) and cats (n = 140) were

collected from two populations (group A and group B) in Portugal. C. di�cile

isolates were characterized for toxigenic profile and PCR-ribotyping. The

presence of genetic determinants of antimicrobial resistance was assessed in

all phenotypically resistant isolates. To evaluate the genetic overlap between

companion animals and human isolates from Portugal, RT106 (n = 42) and

RT014/020 (n = 41) strains from both sources were subjected to whole

genome sequencing and integrated with previously sequenced RT106 (n =

43) and RT014/020 (n = 142) genomes from di�erent countries. The genetic

overlap was assessed based on core-single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)

using a threshold of 2 SNP.

Results: The overall positivity rate for C. di�cile was 26% (76/292) in

group A and 18.6% (34/183) in group B. Toxigenic strains accounted for

50% (38/76) and 52.9% (18/34) of animal carriage rates, respectively. The

most prevalent ribotypes (RT) were the toxigenic RT106 and RT014/020,

and the non-toxigenic RT010 and RT009. Antimicrobial resistance was

found for clindamycin (27.9%), metronidazole (17.1%) and moxifloxacin

(12.4%), associated with the presence of the ermB gene, the pCD-METRO

plasmid and point mutations in the gyrA gene, respectively. Both RT106

and RT014/020 genetic analysis revealed several clusters integrating isolates

from animal and human sources, supporting the possibility of clonal

interspecies transmission or a shared environmental contamination source.
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Discussion: This study shows that companion animals may constitute a

source of infection of toxigenic and antimicrobial resistant human associated

C. di�cile isolates. Additionally, it contributes with important data on the

genetic proximity between C. di�cile isolates from both sources, adding new

information to guide future work on the role of animal reservoirs in the

establishment of community associated transmission networks and alerting for

potential public health risk.

KEYWORDS

Clostridioides di�cile, companion animals, one health, whole genome sequencing,
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Introduction

Since its first discovery, Clostridioides difficile has been

recognized as the number one cause of hospital acquired

antibiotic associated diarrhea in humans, with severe infections

developing into pseudomembranous colitis (1). Symptomatic

infections usually arise from a disturbance of the gastrointestinal

microbiota following antimicrobial administration and are due

to the production of the bacterium’s main virulence factors,

toxins A and B (2, 3). Epidemiologic surveillance programs show

that C. difficile infections (CDI) are trending from nosocomial

toward a more community acquired infection (4).

With a growing awareness in regard to this reality and

a clearer case definition, several studies have been reporting

concerning rates of community-acquired C. difficile infection

(CA-CDI) that can be as high as 41% (5). A rising number

of studies report the isolation of C. difficile in food producing

animal feces (6–8), abattoir samples (9), food products (10)

and environmental samples (11), reinforcing the importance of

understanding the potential role assumed by these reservoirs in

CDI epidemiology. While much attention has been drawn to

the possibility of this pathogen circulating in the human food

chain, the relatively low prevalence rate found in retail food

products in European countries (12) and the sparse contact the

general population holds with food producing animals raises

questions about the real impact this transmission route has on

CA-CDI cases.

In more recent years, research focused on the role of

companion animals as possible reservoirs for human CDI has

been growing, with results suggesting that they may constitute

a potential public health risk (13, 14). Most studies support

the idea that dogs are mainly asymptomatic carriers with no

significant clinical presentation arising from toxigenic C. difficile

colonization. The prevalence varies between studies but values

usually fall below the 20% mark (15–17), with higher prevalence

rates being mostly reported by studies focused on neonatal

populations (18). Studies with cats as the target population

are sparse but they appear to follow the same trend as dogs,

with a similar low prevalence of asymptomatic carriers being

reported by the studies that consider both species (6, 17).

The asymptomatic carrier status of most colonized companion

animals may constitute an additional risk factor for C. difficile

dissemination, as the absence of gastrointestinal signs decreases

public perception of the pathogenic potential of the fecal

material (19), thus enabling a silent spread.

The concerns raised regarding the possible role of

companion animals in the community transmission network

have been strengthened by studies showing some degree

of genetic overlap between isolates from these animals and

humans (14). While these results might be suggestive of a

possible interspecies transmission, most studies are restricted to

evaluating genetic proximity at ribotype (RT) level, which lacks

the resolution power to assume a probable genetic link. A more

in-depth genomic analysis is necessary to better understand

how isolates from different species correlate before assuming

any transmission route.

The social changes surrounding companion animals -

human relations in modern society favored lifestyle and

behavioral changes that led to their increased proximity, with

the conditions needed for interspecies transmission to occur

increasingly present in the animal owning households. It is thus

essential that the One Health approach is broadened to include

not only food producing animals and the environment, but also

companion animals, especially when the concept is applied to

community circulating pathogens like C. difficile.

Increasing scientific findings pointing to dogs and cats

as possible reservoirs of toxigenic C. difficile strains are

bringing companion animals to the center stage of the CA-CDI

panorama. This study provides another contribution to this

field, aiming at characterizing the circulating C. difficile strains

present in companion animals’ feces, as well as evaluating the

genetic proximity between animal and human strains, in order

to add new information on the epidemiological role of these

animals in CA-CDI.
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Materials and methods

Animal samples collection

The 475 fecal samples from dogs and cats included in this

study were prospectively collected by means of convenience

sampling and grouped considering the sampling context. One

group of animals (group A, n = 292) was sampled by veterinary

professionals at two veterinary hospitals in Portugal, located

at the two biggest and most populated Portuguese urban

centers, between July and August 2021. These animals were

attending the veterinary hospital for different medical reasons

that could or not be of gastrointestinal origin. Stool samples

were obtained either by rectal swab or by digital rectal collection

depending on animal size, and each sample was accompanied

by a questionnaire briefly covering the recent clinical history

(antibiotic administration and stool consistency), demographic

data and environmental living conditions of each animal (in

Supplementary material). In accordance with hospital practices,

before sampling, owners signed an informed consent agreeing

with the use of fecal samples for investigation purposes. The

statistical analysis to assess the correlation between altered fecal

consistency and the presence of C. difficile was performed

using Fisher’s exact test and a p-value of <0.05 was considered

significant. The other group of samples (group B, n = 183) was

provided by a veterinary diagnostic laboratory which receives

samples from several Portuguese veterinary hospitals and clinics.

These samples were either collected by veterinary professionals

or by animal owners following veterinary advice, between

November 2020 and June 2021, and sent to the laboratory for

further investigation. Group B samples belonged to animals with

indication for a fecal exam due to gastrointestinal signs of disease

following evaluation by the assisting veterinary surgeon.

Isolation of Clostridioides di�cile

Around 0.5 g of each stool sample was enriched in 5ml of C.

difficile enrichment broth (proteose peptone 40.0 g/L, disodium

hydrogen phosphate 5.0 g/L, potassium dihydrogen phosphate

1.0 g/L, magnesium sulfate 0.1 g/L, sodium chloride 2.0 g/L,

fructose 6.0 g/L, sodium taurocholate 1.0 g/L, D-cycloserine 0.25

g/L, cefoxitin 8.0 mg/L) for a week under anaerobic conditions,

generated using the anaerobic cultivation system Anoxomat

(Anoxomat,Mart), at 37◦C, with atmosphere renewal every 48 h.

For rectal swabs, these were directly inoculated in 5mL of C.

difficile enrichment broth. Following this step, all samples were

subjected to ethanol shock (2.5mL of the enrichment mixture

in 2.5mL of 96–100% ethanol for 1 h at room temperature)

and centrifugation (3500 rpm for 10min) before inoculating the

resulting pellet onto ChromID
R©

C. difficile agar (bioMérieux,

Marcy l’Etoile, France) for 48–72 h under anaerobic conditions

at 37◦C.

Toxin profile, ribotyping and
antimicrobial resistance

Each sample was assessed for the presence of C. difficile

based on colony morphology. From each presumably positive

sample, four colonies were picked and cultured onto Brain

Heart infusion agar (OxoidTM, Madrid, Spain) under anaerobic

conditions for 24 h at 37 ◦C. After species confirmation by

MALDI-TOF (VITEK
R©

MS, bioMérieux), genomic DNA

was extracted using the Isolate II Genomic DNA kit (Bioline,

London, United Kingdom), according to manufacturer’s

instructions. Each isolate was characterized by multiplex

PCR, targeting gluD and the tcdA, tcdB, cdtA and cdtB toxin

genes, according to Persson et al. (20), and by PCR-ribotyping

using Bidet primers (21) followed by capillary gel-based

electrophoresis, according to Fawley et al. (22). The RT was

determined using the Webribo database (https://webribo.ages.

at/). For numeration purposes, in cases where the four colonies

belonged to the same RT, only one isolate was considered.

Antimicrobial susceptibility was performed by disc diffusion

(Oxoid TM), using the discs and zone diameter breakpoints

described by Erikstrup et al. (23): moxifloxacin (5 µg,≥20mm),

vancomycin (5 µg, ≥19mm), metronidazole (5 µg, ≥23mm)

and rifampicin (5 µg, ≥20mm). For clindamycin the Etest R©

strips (bioMerieux) were used and strains were categorized

according to the Clinical & Laboratory Standards Institute

breakpoint (≥8 mg/L) (24). Brucella blood agar supplemented

with hemin and vitamin K1 (BD BBLTM, Heidelberg, Germany)

was used; plates were incubated for 24 h under anaerobic

conditions. The reference C. difficile strain ATCC 700057 was

included for quality control.

Whole genome sequencing and assembly

For the present study, 83 C. difficile isolates from Portugal,

belonging to contemporary human CDI cases (n = 41), canines

(n= 33) and felines (n= 9) from the present study, all belonging

to the main toxinogenic types found, RT014/RT020 and RT106,

were considered for deeper genetic analysis by whole genome

sequencing (WGS). DNA was subjected to Nextera XT library

preparation (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) prior to paired-end

sequencing (2×250 bp or 2×150 bp) on either a MiSeq, NextSeq

550 or NextSeq 2000 instrument (Illumina), according to the

manufacturer’s instructions. For integration purposes, raw reads

datasets for C. difficile RT014/RT020 and RT106 were retrieved

from the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA), after query in

the Enterobase platform (25, 26) and from previously published

studies (14, 27). All genome sequences were assembled using

the INNUca v4.2.0 pipeline (https://github.com/B-UMMI/

INNUca), an integrative bioinformatics pipeline for read quality

analysis and improvement and de novo genome assembly and
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polishing (28). Multi-Locus Sequence Typing (MLST) was

performed using mlst v2.16.1 software (https://github.com/

tseemann/mlst). Isolate metadata and genome statistics are

detailed in Supplementary Tables S1, S2. Genome annotation

was performed using Prokka v1.14.5-2 software (https://github.

com/tseemann/prokka) (29).

Comparative genomic analysis and
phylogeny

In order to compare the genome background of C. difficile

isolates collected from human infections and companion

animals, RT014/R020 and RT106 quality-processed reads were

mapped against reference genomes S-0352 (RT014) (Genbank

Accession number CP076377.1) and DH/NAP11/106/ST-42

(CP022524.1), respectively, using Snippy v.4.5.1 (https://github.

com/tseemann/snippy; –mincov 10, –minfrac 0.7, –mapqual

30, –basequal 20). Core-single nucleotide polymorphism

(SNP) were extracted using Snippy’s core module (snippy-

core) ensuring that all genomes reached at least 70% of

aligned bases with the reference (30) (which occurred for

all sequenced samples). Core-single nucleotide variant falling

within genetic islands [identified using IslandViewer 4 (31)]

and potential phage regions [identified using PHASTER

(32)] were excluded as these may bias the phylogeny

(Supplementary Table S3). Minimum spanning trees (MST)

were constructed using GrapeTree (33). Genetic clusters with

potential epidemiological relevance, i.e., as potential short-term

transmission, were defined at a SNP distance threshold of ≤ 2,

as previously reported (30). Cluster metadata composition were

retrieved using the ReporTree software (34) (https://github.

com/insapathogenomics/ReporTree).

Antimicrobial resistance genetic markers
and mobile genetic elements

For all RT014/RT020 and RT106 isolates subjected to

WGS, ABRicate v.1.0.0 (https://github.com/tseemann/abricate)

was used to screen for in silico antimicrobial resistance

(AMR) genetic determinants against ResFinder (35), NCBI

AMRFinderPlus (36), ARG-ANNOT (37), CARD (38) and

MEGARes (35) databases (last updated on August 3, 2022). For

all isolates showing phenotypic resistance from other RTs, the

following AMR genetic determinants were screened by PCR

and/or Sanger sequencing: the ermB gene for clindamycin, ORFs

8 and 6 of the pCD-METRO plasmid for metronidazole, rpoB

for rifampicin and gyrA/gyrB for fluoroquinolones, respectively,

as previously described (39–41).

The existence of plasmids was assessed through

PlasmidFinder 2.1 (42), whereas the search for prophages

was also performed with PHASTER web server (32). All RT106

isolates were further screened by Snippy reference-based

mapping for the presence of the known genomic islands (GIs):

the RT106-characteristic GI1 (∼46kb) (43) GI2 (∼46kb) (44)

and GI3 (∼29kb) (43).

Data availability

All reads generated for the present study were

deposited in the ENA under the study accession number

PRJEB49792 (individual run accession numbers are detailed in

Supplementary Table S1).

Results

Population characteristics and
Clostridioides di�cile positivity rate

Regarding population characteristics of group A (veterinary

hospitals samples), 80.5% (235/292) were canine and 19.5%

(57/292) were feline samples; most of the animals, 49%

(143/292), were 1–8 years old (Table 1). Considering clinical

information, 20.6% (60/292) had diarrhea and 78.4% (229/292)

were not showing gastrointestinal signs at the time of sampling;

41.8% (122/292) had no information concerning antibiotic

administration, 3.1% (9/292) had a recent history of antibiotic

administration (here considered as an antibiotic administration

from 3 months to a week preceding the sample collection)

and 55.1% (161/292) had not recently taken any antibiotic. In

group A, the overall positivity rate for C. difficile was 26%

(76/292), being slightly more frequently detected in dogs (27.2%;

64/235) than in cats (21.2%; 12/57). The positivity rate by

age group did not show considerable differences. Regarding

gastrointestinal signs, the positivity rate in diarrheic animals,

36.7% (22/60), was considerably higher than in animals with

normal fecal consistency, 22.7% (52/229). Nevertheless, there

was no statistically significant association between the isolation

of toxigenic C. difficile strains and an altered fecal consistency

(p = 0.4468). Also, there was no relevant difference between

the isolation rate of C. difficile and here considered antibiotic

administration. The positivity rate distribution by variable is

summarized in the Table 1.

In group B (veterinary diagnostic laboratory), the species

distribution was 54.6% (100/183) canine and 45.4% (83/183)

feline; most animals, 45.4% (83/183) were 1–8 years old

(Table 1). All animals in this group had a clinical history of

chronic diarrhea or gastrointestinal disease. None of the animals

had information regarding recent antibiotic administration. C.

difficile overall positivity rate found in group B was 18.6%

(34/183), with 23% (23/100) of the dogs included carrying C.

difficile in their feces against 13.3% (11/83) of cats. There was
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TABLE 1 Population characteristics and Clostridioides di�cile

positivity rate in groups A and B.

Variable Parameters n (%) Positive n (%)

Group A (veterinary hospitals)

Species Canine 235 (80.5%) 64 (27.2%)

Feline 57 (19.5%) 12 (21.1%)

Sex Male 152 (52.1%) 35 (23%)

Female 140 (47.9%) 41 (29.3%)

Age <1 36 (12.3%) 8 (22.2%)

1–8 143 (49%) 40 (28%)

>8 113 (38.7%) 28 (24.8%)

Diarrhea Yes 60 (20.6%) 22 (36.7%)

No 229 (78.4%) 52 (22.7%)

Unknown 3 (1%) 2 (66.7%)

ATB Yes 9 (3.1%) 2 (22.2%)

No 161 (55.1%) 47 (29.2%)

Unknown 122 (41.8%) 27 (22.1%)

Group B (veterinary diagnostic laboratory)

Species Canine 100 (54.6%) 23 (23%)

Feline 83 (45.4%) 11 (13.3%)

Sex Male 85 (46.4%) 19 (22.4%)

Female 78 (42.6%) 15 (19.2%)

Unknown 20 (10.9%) -

Age <1 54 (29.5%) 6 (11.1%)

1–8 83 (45.4%) 20 (24.1%)

>8 20 (10.9%) 3 (15%)

Unknown 26 (14.2%) 4 (15.4%)

a considerably higher rate in the 1-8 years old group, 24.1%

(20/83), than in the remaining age groups. Data regarding the

positivity rate by variable is summarized in Table 1.

Toxins and ribotypes diversity

For group A, the toxins profile revealed that 50% (38/76) of

the animals which were positive for C. difficile harbored strains

carrying the toxins A and B genes (tcdA+, tcdB+), 38.2% (29/76)

harbored non-toxigenic (tcdA-, tcdB-) strains and 11.8% (9/76)

were carriers of both types of strains. No strain was positive

for the binary toxin genes cdtA and cdtB. From the 76 positive

samples of group A, a total of 94 isolates were obtained. The

distribution of RTs is depicted in Figure 1, the most frequently

detected toxigenic RTs were RT106 and RT014, and the non-

toxigenic RT010 and RT009. Mixed carriage with toxigenic and

non-toxigenic RTs was the most commonly found combination

(52.9%, 9/17). Particularizing by animal species, the positive

felines had a higher toxigenic carriage rate (66.7%, 8/12) than

positive dogs (46.9%, 30/64). In both animal species the most

commonly found RT was RT106.

Concerning group B, 52.9% (18/34) of the positive animals

were carriers of toxigenic (tcdA+, tcdB+ and or cdtA/B+)

C. difficile strains, while non-toxigenic strains were found in

47.1% (16/34) of the animals. Co-carriage was only found in

one animal, totalling 35 isolates from 34 positive animals. The

most representative RTs were the toxigenic RT106, RT033 and

RT014/020, and the non-toxigenic RT010 and RT009 (Figure 1).

The toxigenic profile of the strains isolated from the 23 positive

dogs of this group did not show any specific trend, considering

that 52% (12/23) harbored non-toxigenic C. difficile strains

and 48% (11/23) toxigenic strains. Following the same trend

observed in group A, felines showed a considerably higher

toxigenic carriage rate than canines, with toxigenic strains

present in 64% (7/11) of cats. Regarding RT distribution, while

in dogs the most frequent RT was RT010 (39%, 9/23), followed

by RT106 (22%, 5/23), in cats RT106 accounted for 45% of the

cases and RT010 only for 18% (2/11).

Overall, considering the sum of the isolates from the two

groups (n = 129), the two toxigenic RTs most commonly found

were RT106 (24.8%) and RT014/020 (11.6%).

Antimicrobial susceptibility and genetic
determinants of resistance

In group A (Table 2), the highest rate of resistance was

observed for clindamycin, 25.5% (24/94), moxifloxacin and

metronidazole resistance followed, with 13.8% (13/94) and

12.8% (12/94), respectively. Only 2.1% (2/94) of the isolates

were resistant to rifampicin. Few isolates revealed resistance

to more than one of the antibiotics tested, with 10.6% (10/94)

being resistant to both metronidazole and clindamycin, 1.1%

(1/94) to moxifloxacin and clindamycin and 3.2% (3/94)

being simultaneously resistant to three antibiotics (multidrug

resistant, MDR). Resistance to metronidazole and clindamycin

was mainly found in RT010, while moxifloxacin resistance was

predominantly found in RT106.

In group B (Table 2), the highest resistance rate was detected

for clindamycin, 34.3% (12/35), followed by metronidazole,

28.6% (10/35). Resistance to moxifloxacin was found in 8.6%

(3/35) of the C. difficile isolates. Regarding combined resistance,

20% (7/35) of the isolates were resistant to metronidazole and

clindamycin and 2.9% (1/35) were resistant to moxifloxacin and

clindamycin. A total of 5.7% (2/35) of the isolates were MDR.

Similarly to group A, resistance tometronidazole was exclusively

found in RT010 isolates, while clindamycin resistance showed a

wider distribution among RTs but were still mainly represented

by RT010 isolates.
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FIGURE 1

Ribotype diversity of Clostridioides di�cile strains isolated from companion animals in group A (veterinary hospitals, n = 94) and group B

(veterinary diagnostic laboratory, n = 35). Other = all other ribotypes with prevalence < 5%.

Concerning AMR determinants in companion animal’s

isolates (Table 2), resistance to clindamycin was associated with

the presence of the ermB gene, and resistance to moxifloxacin

and rifampicin were associated with known point mutations

in gyrA and rpoB, respectively. All metronidazole resistant

isolates fromRT010 were confirmed to harbor the pCD-METRO

plasmid. For one RT14/020 human isolate, the in silico analysis

additionally identified the presence of tetM, conferring putative

resistance to tetracycline. Moreover, most of the RT014/020

human and animal isolates (34/41) were found to display the

C656T mutation on the 23S rRNA gene, but no association was

found with clindamycin resistance.

Clostridioides di�cile infection, ribotypes
prevalence and trends in humans

In order to understand the epidemiological trend of

common community circulating RTs holding zoonotic potential,

including RT106 and RT014/020, we analyzed data from the

Portuguese CDI surveillance network, comprising data from

eight acute care hospitals from three areas of mainland Portugal

(North, Center, Metropolitan Area of Lisbon), over an 8-year

period (2014–2021). A total of 1,498 non-duplicate isolates were

included in this analysis, from which 221 distinct RTs were

identified (Supplementary Figure S1).

Considering the evolution of epidemic nosocomial strains

vs. potentially zoonotic strains, we observed an inverse trend

relative to the frequency of these types over the years (Figure 2).

In fact, while the epidemic RT027 was the most prevalent RT

in 2014 and 2015, accounting for 24.3% (37/152) and 17.9%

(68/381) of all strains, from 2016 onwards a steady decline

in RT027 prevalence has been observed, falling to residual

prevalence values (<0.5%). Contrary to this trend, when looking

at RTs more associated with community acquisition, RT014/020

is one of the most commonly detected RTs in human infections

in Portugal, with a considerable high prevalence over the years.

Considering RT106, it has been steadily rising over the 8-year

period considered, consistently assuming a place within the

three most frequent RTs from 2017 onwards, accounting for

14.1% (40/279) of the isolates in 2020. It is also relevant to look at

RT078/126 trend over the years as this is often regarded as one of

the most important zoonotic RTs (6, 8, 9). This RT has remained

relatively stable as one of the five most frequent RTs.

Genetic diversity of Clostridioides di�cile

RT106 and RT014/020 isolates collected
in Portugal

Forty-two C. difficile RT106 isolates collected in Portugal,

isolated from companion animals and humans, were subjected

to WGS. The selected genomes were integrated with previously

sequenced RT106 genomes (n = 43) from distinct countries

(Figure 3). Data showed that circulating C. difficile isolates

from Portugal were genetically diverse, being dispersed along

the MST, with some isolates tightly clustering with isolates

from Spain (CL01 and CL04). Moreover, we observed that

isolates from distinct sources were also dispersed, consistent
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TABLE 2 Antimicrobial resistance prevalence and genetic determinants of resistance in groups A and B.

Resistant
phenotype

Group A
% (n/N)

Group B
% (n/N)

Total %
(n/N)

AMR genetic determinants
∗(n isolates)

Main RT associated (n
isolates)

Clindamycin 25.5% (24/94) 34.3% (12/35) 27.9% (36/129) ermB (36) RT010 (23)

Moxifloxacin 13.8% (13/94) 8.6% (3/35) 12.4% (16/129) gyrA Thr82Ile (16) RT106 (8)

Metronidazole 12.8% (12/94) 28.6% (10/35) 17.1% (22/129) pCD-METRO plasmid (22) RT010 (22)

Rifampicin 2.1% (2/94) - 2.1% (2/94) rpoB Arg505Lys (1) rpoBHis502Asn
and Arg505Lys (1)

N.A.

∗Determined by PCR and/or Sanger sequencing. The gyrAmutation in RT106 isolates was confirmed by WGS.

N.A. there was no main associated RT.

FIGURE 2

Trend of RT014/020, RT027, RT078/126 and RT106 strains isolated from human clinical infections over an 8-year period (2014–2021) in

Portugal. All other ribotypes are compiled in the “OTHER RTs” category.

with a potential association between human and non-

human isolates. In fact, when applying a ≤ 2 SNP threshold,

seven closely related genetic clusters including isolates from

Portugal could be observed (Figure 3, Table 3). Four of these

clusters (CL01 to CL04), enrolled isolates from different

sources, three of which included isolates from humans and

companion animals (CL01, CL03, and CL04). Of note, cluster

CL07 was composed by four distinct moxifloxacin resistant

isolates collected from canines (Supplementary Table S1).

Additionally, the largest observed cluster, CL01, enrolled

not only isolates collected from different countries and

sources, but also isolates spanning a 7-year time period

(Table 3).

Regarding C. difficile RT014/020, 41 genomes from isolates

collected from distinct sources in Portugal were integrated with

142 genomes previously obtained in several countries (Figure 4).

Similarly to what was observed for RT106 isolates, RT014/020

isolates from Portugal presented considerable genetic diversity.

Clustering data at a 2 SNP threshold revealed eight distinct

genetic clusters enrolling isolates from Portugal, two of which

also comprised isolates from other countries (Figure 4, Table 3),

namely Germany, Australia, Italy and Ireland. Three out of

the five clusters enrolling isolates from distinct sources linked

genomes from companion animals and human infection cases

(CL09, CL12, and CL14).

Overall, for the 14 genetic clusters including at least two

isolates from Portugal, there was overlapping of Portuguese

geographical regions, except for three cases (CL03, CL04, and

CL09) (Supplementary Table S1).

Regarding mobile genetic elements (MGEs), no plasmids

were identified, while phages were found for both RT106 and

RT014/020, but no association could be established with the RT

or the source of the isolates (data not shown). Moreover, as

expected for RT106, all isolates carried the characteristic GI1 but
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FIGURE 3

Phylogeny of Clostridioides di�cile isolates from ribotype 106 used in the present study. The minimum spanning tree (MST) was constructed

based on the core-SNP diversity found among 85 isolates, relative to reference genome DH/NAP11/106/ST-42 (CP022524.1). All nodes (which

represent a unique allelic profile) presenting an SNP distance ≤ 2, representing clusters with potential epidemiological relevance, have been

collapsed for visualization purposes. Nodes are colored according to di�erent countries of origin and their contour colored by respective

source. The MST was generated using GrapeTree v1.5.0 software (33).

none possessed the GI2 (Supplementary Table S1). Regarding

GI3, it was present in 40.5% (17/42) of the isolates, but again

no association was found with the origin of the isolate.

Discussion

This study aimed to evaluate the frequency of C. difficile

in companion animals, characterizing the circulating strains,

and assessing the genetic overlap between animal and human

strains in order to understand the role of companion animals

in the community associated transmission network and the

potential public health implications. The results from groups

A and B reveal a positivity rate of 26% (76/292) and 18.6%

(34/183), respectively, though around 40% of these animals

only carried non-toxigenic strains. This is in accordance with

previous studies reporting that non-toxigenic RTs, like RT009

and RT010, account for a considerable portion of companion

animal associated C. difficile strains (16, 45, 46). The positivity

rate noted in the population considered in this study contrasts

with most previous findings often reporting C. difficile rates

below 10% in companion animal (17, 47–49). Even though

there are sporadic reports of significantly higher positivity

rates (50) these usually apply to specific animal populations

subjected to environmental conditions that may influence C.

difficile isolation rate, thus being less representative of the

general animal population. Although the convenience sampling

methodology applied in this study can be considered a limitation
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TABLE 3 Genetic clusters including Clostridioides di�cile isolates from Portugal.

Cluster ID Cluster
length (n◦

of
isolates)

Samples Ribo
type

Country Source Collection
date

Moxifloxacin
resistance

CL01 15 PT_CD00043, PT_CD00057,
ERR3276441, ERR3276506,
ERR3278163, ERR3278167,
ERR3288184, ERR3288190,
ERR3288338, ERR3289201,
ERR3289202, ERR3289206,
ERR3289207, ERR3289212,

ERR3299518

106 Spain
(86.7%),
Portugal
(13.3%)

Human
(93.3%),

Canine (6.7%)

2015 (46.7%),
2014 (33.3%),
2021 (13.3%),
2016 (6.7%)

No data
(86.7%), R
(13.3%)

CL02 2 PT_CD00053, PT_CD00055 106 Portugal
(100.0%)

Feline (50.0%),
Canine
(50.0%)

2021 (100.0%) S (100.0%)

CL03 6 PT_CD00064, PT_CD00030,
PT_CD00031, PT_CD00048,
PT_CD00049, PT_CD00044

106 Portugal
(100.0%)

Canine
(50.0%), Feline

(33.3%),
Human
(16.7%)

2021 (66.7%),
2020 (33.3%)

S (83.3%), R
(16.7%)

CL04 6 PT_CD00059, PT_CD00060,
PT_CD00062, PT_CD00066,
PT_CD00046, ERR3288329

106 Portugal
(83.3%),
Spain
(16.7%)

Human
(83.3%),
Canine
(16.7%)

2021 (83.3%),
2014 (16.7%)

S (66.7%), R
(16.7%), No
data (16.7%)

CL05 2 PT_CD00027, PT_CD00028 106 Portugal
(100.0%)

Feline
(100.0%)

2020 (100.0%) S (100.0%)

CL06 2 PT_CD00036, PT_CD00029 106 Portugal
(100.0%)

Canine
(100.0%)

2021 (50.0%),
2020 (50.0%)

S (100.0%)

CL07 4 PT_CD00050, PT_CD00051,
PT_CD00052, PT_CD00054

106 Portugal
(100.0%)

Canine
(100.0%)

2021 (100.0%) R (100.0%)

CL08 2 PT_CD00094, PT_CD00095 014/020 Portugal
(100.0%)

Feline (50.0%),
Canine
(50.0%)

2021 (100.0%) S (100.0%)

CL09 2 PT_CD00086, PT_CD00098 014/020 Portugal
(100.0%)

Canine
(50.0%),
Human
(50.0%)

2021 (100.0%) R (50.0%), S
(50.0%)

CL10 3 PT_CD00075, PT_CD00077,
PT_CD00085

014/020 Portugal
(100.0%)

Human
(100.0%)

2021 (100.0%) S (100.0%)

CL11 2 PT_CD00099, PT_CD00100 014/020 Portugal
(100.0%)

Human
(100.0%)

2021 (100.0%) S (100.0%)

CL12 6 PT_CD00089, PT_CD00091,
PT_CD00093, ERR1307028,
SRR7308801, SRR7309218

014/020 Portugal
(50.0%),
Australia
(16.7%),
Ireland
(16.7%),
Italy

(16.7%)

Canine
(50.0%),
Human
(50.0%)

2021 (50.0%),
2013 (33.3%),
2012 (16.7%)

No data
(50.0%), S
(33.3%), R
(16.7%)

CL13 2 PT_CD00108, PT_CD00107 014/020 Portugal
(100.0%)

Feline (50.0%),
Canine
(50.0%)

2021 (100.0%) S (100.0%)

CL14 2 PT_CD00088, ERR3465438 014/020 Portugal
(50.0%),
Germany
(50.0%)

Canine
(50.0%),
Human
(50.0%)

2021 (50.0%),
2014 (50.0%)

S (50.0%), No
data (50.0%)

CL15 3 PT_CD00071, PT_CD00073,
PT_CD00074

014/020 Portugal
(100.0%)

Human
(100.0%)

2021 (100.0%) S (100.0%)

R, Resistant; S, Susceptible. Genetic clusters were defined at a threshold of ≤ 2 SNPs, as previously proposed (29).

All isolates from Portugal were collected in 2021, except samples from two felines from CL03 that were collected in 2020.
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FIGURE 4

Phylogeny of Clostridioides di�cile isolates from ribotypes 014/020 used in the present study. The minimum spanning tree (MST) was

constructed based on the core-SNP diversity found among 183 isolates, relative to reference genome S-0352 (CP076377.1). All nodes (which

represent a unique allelic profile) presenting an SNP distance ≤ 2, representing clusters with potential epidemiological relevance, have been

collapsed for visualization purposes. Straight and dotted lines reflect nodes linked with the SNP distances below and above 100 respectively.

Nodes are colored according to di�erent countries of origin and their contour colored by respective source. The MST was generated using

GrapeTree v1.5.0 software (33).

by not allowing for a real prevalence estimate, it is in line with

the sampling strategy applied in the studies abovementioned,

allowing comparison of results.

Regarding host species specific tendencies, our results

support previous studies in which no species predisposition

was noted (16, 48, 51). Studies including felines are sparse

and most commonly report low isolation rates (≤10%) (52).

Our results (21.2% (12/57) in group A; 13.3% (11/83) in group

B) show that a considerable percentage of cats can carry this

pathogen, which should be taken into account when considering

litter box sanitation practices. In addition, in our study, the

isolation of toxigenic strains from cats was considerably higher

than those isolated from dogs, meaning that feline feces may

hold a higher pathogenic potential if interspecies C. difficile

transmission occurs. Regarding the presence of gastrointestinal

signs of disease, there was no significant association between the

presence of diarrhea or altered fecal consistency and the isolation

ofC. difficile. These results corroborate the asymptomatic carrier

status documented by previous authors (53, 54) and reinforces

the need of raising awareness to the potential risks associated

with companion animal’s waste disposal, especially when it

comes to seemingly normal fecal material that is inevitably

accompanied by a lower hazard perception by the general public.

The genotyping analysis noting a high prevalence of toxigenic

strains, 50% (38/76) in group A and 52.9% (18/34) in group

B, raises an alert about the pathogenic potential of animal

associated strains.

Analyzing the genetic diversity at RT level within each

group, it is possible to note a clear tendency, as the same RTs

were predominant in both groups. The RT diversity reported

among companion animals varies between studies but RT106

and RT014/020 are regularly identified (17, 53). These two RTs

were amongst the most representative RTs in both groups, with

RT106 being the most frequently detected in group A (Figure 1).

Apart from the virulence associated with toxin production,

RT106 was the most representative RT concerning moxifloxacin

resistance, which may constitute an additional public health

concern. Recent reports indicating an increasing prevalence of

these RTs in humanCA-CDI (55, 56) have gathered international

attention. Data from the Portuguese surveillance programme

supports a changing C. difficile epidemiology with epidemic

RTs steadily decreasing over time and giving way to RTs with

more zoonotic potential, like RT014/020 and RT106 (Figure 2).

Considering that the RTs circulating in the studied companion
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animal’s population are the same the ones most commonly

isolated in humans, it is of paramount importance to understand

the possible link between them and to assess the possibility and

direction of interspecies transmission.

The RT033 strains isolated in group B also deems some

attention as these, contrasting to the classical RT033, were

positive for both tcdA and tcdB. To our knowledge this is only

the second time a toxigenic RT033 strain has been described in

animals, following its recent report in a swine production unit

(57). The apparent wider tropism of this toxigenic strain for

different animal hosts deserves further investigations in order to

understand the genetic relatedness between these strains and the

role they assume in the animal transmission chain.

Non-toxigenic RT009 and RT010 were also amongst the

most commonly isolated RTs in both groups, corroborating

previous studies (46). Even though the lack of toxin production

implies a reduced public health risk, it is important to note the

high rate of metronidazole and clindamycin resistance found

in RT010 isolates. Metronidazole resistant RT010 isolates have

been previously reported in canines (49, 58) and may assume

a particularly important role in CDI epidemiology. Although

this drug is no longer recommended as the first treatment

option for CDI due to high associated recurrence rates, it

is still the preferred choice if fidaxomicin and vancomycin

are not available (59). Furthermore, the mobile nature of the

associated AMR genetic determinants (pCD-METRO plasmid

and ermB gene) may pose the additional risk of horizontal

transmission between resistant and susceptible strains (41).

These transmission events may be present in the gastrointestinal

environment of animals carrying both toxigenic and non-

toxigenic strains, which accounted for 12.5% (8/64) of the

positive canines from group A.

Regarding fluoroquinolone resistance, GyrA Thr82Ile was

present in all the moxifloxacin resistant strains, with the

exception of a human isolate harboring the more rarely reported

GyrA Asp81Asn mutation (60). The high rates of moxifloxacin

resistance observed in both animal groups contrast with most

studies focused on companion animal populations, which tend

to report an overall susceptibility to this antibiotic (14, 61). The

lack of accurate and official data on the use of fluoroquinolone in

companion animals in Portugal makes it hard to correlate these

results with antimicrobial use practices.

The results from the WGS-based analysis revealed that

strains belonging to the same RT are genetically diverse,

demonstrating that no assumption regarding genetic proximity

should be made at RT level. A detailed genomic analysis at SNP

level reveals that the strains collected in Portugal are dispersed

widely within the MST, with no clear tendency to cluster based

on source (Figures 3, 4). Clustering analysis suggests that the

interspecies clonal transmission (≤ 2 SNP) of C. difficile strains

between companion animals and humans in either direction

is possible, with several identified clusters harboring isolates

from distinct sources (Table 3). Interestingly, two of the clusters

including strains from Portugal (CL01 and CL04) also included

human strains from Spain. CL01 is the biggest cluster observed

in the RT106 MST and it covers isolates from a 7-year period,

suggesting that the RT106 may be well established within this

community. These could also argue in favor of a common

environmental contamination source as both countries share

a big portion of natural resources and wildlife habitats. The

fact that most moxifloxacin resistant isolates from companion

animals belong to RT106 deserves further investigation, andmay

constitute an additional public health concern to the community

circulation of these strains, as fluoroquinolone resistant strains

have been associated with nosocomial outbreaks (62).

Regarding RT106 MGEs, all sequenced strains harbored

the recently described RT specific GI1. Considering that the

genes encoded within this GI may influence bacterial behavior

concerning AMR and biofilm formation, it is possible that the

presence of this MGEs grants advantages related to intestinal

colonization and environmental fitness, contributing to the

establishment of a robust community associated transmission

network. Population characteristics might have accounted for

the absence of GI2 in all sequenced isolates, considering it

is mainly present in pediatric human isolates (44) which are

underrepresented in this study. The fact that no association

could be established between the presence of GI1, GI2 and GI3

and the host species reinforces the idea of a dynamic interspecies

bacterial community with an evolutionary path that was not

influenced by host specificity.

Considering the RT014/020 MST, a much wider distribution

of the isolates from Portugal can be found (Figure 4). The

observed genetic diversity could be a consequence of the broader

range of hosts reported for this RT (63, 64), each contributing to

the expansion of the transmission network. Clustering at 2 SNP

level revealed eight different clonal clusters containing strains

from Portugal, with CL09, CL012, and CL014 including human

and canine strains. Even though these results could suggest

the possibility of interspecies transmission between companion

animals and humans, the absence of geographic link between

isolates does not support such events for RT014. Nevertheless,

previous reports on the genetic proximity between human and

animal RT014/020 C. difficile strains had already suggested

the possibility of animal to human transmission based on

allelic differences (14). The existence of additional international

clusters also comprising strains from animal and human origin,

indicates that the interspecies transmission of C. difficile may

not be an isolated event but a possible transmission route that

can be established if circumstances allow. The fact that the

Portuguese RT014/020 strains cluster with strains from a much

higher variety of countries in comparison to RT106, supports the

idea that RT014/020 is much better established internationally.

It is important tomention that for these clusters to constitute

clear evidence of interspecies transmission an epidemiological

link between the hosts would have to be asserted, which was

not possible in this study. The role of a common environmental
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source of contamination cannot be excluded, especially if we

consider the intimate connection held between companion

animals and their owners at household level. Even though

clear evidence of the zoonotic potential of C. difficile are

lacking, previous studies suggest that interspecies transmission

would have to be established in both directions (human

to animal and animal to human) (65–68), supporting the

idea that animal owning domestic environments might be

associated with transmission events. Also, as shown by previous

environmentally focused studies, the role of dogs as a vehicle of

C. difficile spores dissemination in public spaces should not be

overlooked (69).

Conclusion

The present study represents an important contribution to

the overall knowledge on the epidemiological role of companion

animals in CA-CDI and brings awareness to the importance

of including companion animals in the One Health research.

With the number of animals owning households expected to

increase in the coming years it is of paramount importance

to clarify their role in community pathogen transmission

networks. The limitations of the present study should be

however addressed by others wishing to build on this topic.

These included the convenience sampling methodology, the

lack of randomization in the selection of the individuals and

animals, the inclusion of a single sample per animal making it

impossible to determine the precise status of the positive animals

and its implications for public health, as well as the inclusion of

animal and human samples without a known epidemiological

link. Due to these limitations, it was not possible to establish

a definite transmission route between companion animals and

humans, but the data here presented is highly suggestive of

such possibility and require further investigation, while also

assessing efficient and reasonable public health measures to

minimize the risks associated with companion animals’ waste

disposal and advise on hygienic measures toward a safer

animal-human interaction.
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